The U. S. tube industry, more than any other, featured a panoramic diversity of brand names. These represented the manufacturers, large and small; the set makers; and a host of private brands used by regional distributors. The hugely successful 201A appeared under 600+ names in the '20s-'30s. RCA is known to have supplied tubes under 250+ private brands in the '30s and later.

As with any consumer product, the marketers strove for brand identities that conveyed an image of value and effectiveness. Here are some clusters of names with particular associations.

"Dynes": Aerodyne, Anodyne, Electrodyne, Kinodyne, Magnadyne.

"Tones": Bell-Tone, Bestone, Brilliantone, Claritone, Clearatone, Goldentone, Goldtone, Good Tone, Grand Tone, Keentone, Kleartone, Kleen Tone, Kleer Tone, Live-Tone, Mastertone, Melotone, Nutone, Nutron, Operatone, Pep Tone, Perfectone, Powertone, Pur-A-Tone, Qualitone, Radiotone, Real-Tone, RY-TONE, Silvertone, Supertone, Tripletone, Unitone, Wavetone, Weltone, Wonder-Tone.


"Noble Titles": Admiral, Air King, Aristocrat, Emperor, Imperial, Knight, Master, Premier, Regal, Regent, Rextron, Royal, Sovereign.
the brand name may have been a play on national origin! The British and European makers were much more staid in their choices of names. The Japanese tube companies played the American game to some extent, with brands like Applotron, Cymotron, Don, Eastron, Kingtron, K. O. Tron, Orion, Rex, Robin, Suntron, Sterling, and Victron.

NEW BOOK AVAILABLE

*Radio Waves*, the journal of the Historical Radio Society of Australia, carried "The Valve Box," a series of 16 articles by Fin Stewart in the late '90s. Stewart is known to AWA readers by his article on Australian tube companies in Vol. 6 of the *Review*, and by two chapters of the "Valve Box" series printed in the *OTB* in 1999-2000. One of the characteristics of the radio and tube markets in much of the world was that British, European, and U. S. manufacturers competed in it. So authors like John Stokes in New Zealand and Stewart in Australia had to be "fluent" in tubes from all sources. The result is a rich world view. Stewart's series covered tube-development history, with products from Germany, Holland, Britain, France, the rest of Europe, and the U. S. He devoted specialized coverage to Arcturus and Western Electric. The set constitutes an insightful and entertaining "read."

Now he has assembled the full series into a book. It's 97 pages in A4 (8 1/2" x 11") format, xerocopied and comb-bound. It's available for US $25, air postage included, from Fin Stewart, "Cockerdale," 380 Bulga Rd., Wingham, NSW 2429, Australia. He can be reached at ferowatte.m.380@bigpond.com, and PayPal payment can be sent to cockerdale1@bigpond.com.

MORE COLLECTIONS?

A while back this column featured a story on the tube collection of Bob Deuel, K2GLO. It would be valuable to write up other such collections, as each tube enthusiast has his own ideas of what to acquire and how to display it. The very nature of tube display is evolving, with the arrival of Web-based photo galleries. Two prominent examples are Jeremy Harmer's "Virtual Valve Museum" ([http://www.tubecollector.org](http://www.tubecollector.org)) and Norm Wilson's "Transmitting Tube Museum" ([http://n6jv.us](http://n6jv.us)). These provide an educational outreach that is lacking in conventional private displays, allowing anyone to check up on odd or rate tubes. Collectors who would like to share the news of their collections, in physical or Web-page form, via this column are welcome to contact the writer at
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